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Autumn Programme: October- December 2017

“Classic Classics”

Date: 3rd October 2017

Title: Sunset Boulevard

Director: Billy Wilder

Cast: Gloria Swanson, William Holden, Erich von Stroheim

Country: USA

Year: 1950

Length: 105 minutes

Plot 
Summary:

A screenwriter is hired to rework a faded silent film star's script only to find 
himself developing a dangerous relationship.

Review: “.. a delicious comedy with a psycho edge … an unmissable commentary on 
Hollywood's rejection of its silent past: a kind of Sobbin' in the Rain.”

Date: 17th October 2017

Title: Wild Strawberries

Director: Ingmar Bergman

Cast: Victor Sjøstrøm, Bibi Andersson, Ingrid Thulin

Country: Sweden

Year: 1957

Length: 87 minutes

Plot 
Summary:

After living a life marked by coldness, an ageing professor is forced to 
confront the emptiness of his existence.

Review: “Victor Sjøstrøm's magnificent performance carries an emotional authority 
that gives Bergman's great movie warmth and accessibility …. a wonderfully 
composed film in which Bergman is able to vary the tone from melancholy to
gaiety in the most deeply satisfying way.”

Date: 7th November 2017

Title: Ninotchka

Director: Ernst Lubitsch

Cast: Greta Garbo, Melvyn Douglas, Ina Claire

Country: USA

Year: 1939

Length: 105 minutes



Plot 
Summary:

A stern Russian woman sent to Paris on official business finds herself 
attracted to a man who represents everything she is supposed to detest.

Review: “Masterfully produced and directed by Ernst Lubitsch, known for his 
sophisticated, witty and stylish comedies …..Ninotchka, considered Garbo's 
first official comedy and last great film, is also one of the earliest political 
spoofs of Stalin's communist Russia.”

Date: 21st November 2017

Title: The Wind

Director: Viktor Sjøstrøm

Cast: Lilian Gish, Lars Hanson, Montagu Love

Country: USA

Year: 1928

Length: 74 minutes

Plot 
Summary:

An impoverished, frail young woman from the east moves west to lodge with
her male cousin's family living on the arid plains of Texas. Resented by the 
cousin's wife, harassed by the rough local males and constantly exposed to 
the elements, she is driven to the edge of madness.

Review: “Director Sjøstrøm's American films, including The Wind, are full of the 
almost masochistic obsessions of Swedish Protestantism, but are also 
extremely beautiful in their depiction of the elemental forces of nature...... 
probably the first western that tried for truth as well as dramatic poetry.”

Date: 5th December 2017

Title: Closely Observed Trains

Director: Jiri Menzel

Cast: Vaclav Neckar, Jitka Bendova

Country: Czechoslovakia

Year: 1966

Length: 89 minutes

Plot 
Summary:

In Czechoslovakia during WWII a shy, bumbling railroad dispatcher is more 
concerned with losing his virginity than with spotting espionage on passing 
trains.

Review: “One of the landmarks of the brief Czech film renaissance … a beguiling mix 
of comedy and jolting tragedy … both a blackly humorous historical vignette 
and an ironic commentary on the travails of male adolescence.”

Date: 12th December 2017

Title: Film Music

I don't know about you, but I'm never able to hear Also Sprach Zarathustra 
or The Blue Danube Waltz without thinking of Kubrick's 2001. Ditto The 
Thieving Magpie, Beethoven's 9th and (most unfortunately) Singin' in the 
Rain with regard to A Clockwork Orange.

Our final - Christmas - meeting of 2017 will be devoted to film music. 
Classic Film Group members are requested to submit a favourite piece of 
movie music – for its contribution to and enhancement of the on-screen 
visuals, mood, narrative, dialogue etc. - and we'll show and discuss as many
short excerpts as time allows of the relevant films.



Winter Programme: January-March 2018 

"Classic Curios"

Date/Time: Tuesday, 9th January 10.30 and 14.00; Wednesday, 10th January 
13.30

Title: The Night of The Hunter (USA, 1955, 89 minutes, English HOH 
Subtitles)

Director and Cast: Charles Laughton; Robert Mitcham, Shelley Winters, Lillian Gish

Plot Summary: A religious fanatic marries a gullible widow whose young children are 
reluctant to tell him where their real father hid $10,000 that he'd 
stolen in a robbery.

Reviews: "Part fairy tale and part bogeyman thriller -- a juicy allegory of evil, 
greed and innocence, told with an eerie visual poetry."(San Francisco
Chronicle)

"It’s the most haunted and dreamlike of all American films, a gothic 
backwoods ramble with the Devil at its heels." (Time out London)

"An enduring masterpiece - dark, deep, beautiful, aglow."(Chicago 
Reader)

Date: Tuesday, 23rd January 10.30 and 14.00; No Wednesday, 24th Jan 
screening

Title: La Muerte de Un Burócrata /Death of A Bureaucrat (Cuba, 
1966, 85 minutes, Spanish with English Subtitles)

Director and Cast: Tomás Gutiérrez Alea; Salvador Wood, Silvia Planas, Manuel Estanillo

Plot Summary: A young man attempts to fight the system in an entertaining account
of the tyranny of red tape and of bureaucracy run amok.

Reviews: "A mucho funny black comedy about the horrors of institutionalized 
red tape. It plays as an homage to silent screen comics such as 
Buster Keaton and Harold Lloyd, the more recent ones such as Laurel
and Hardy, and all those who, in one way or another, have taken part
in the film industry since the days of Lumiére." (Ozu's World Moview 
Reviews)

"Gutiérrez Alea's pitch-black satire is witty, sarcastic and eternally 
relevant." (filmreporter.de)

Date: Tuesday, 6th February 10.30 and 14.00; Wednesday, 7th February 
13.30

Title: Leave Her To Heaven (USA, 1945, 105 minutes, English HOH 
subtitles)

Director and Cast: John M. Stahl; Gene Tierney, Cornel Wilde, Jeanne Crain, Vincent 
Price

Plot Summary: A writer falls in love with a young socialite and they are married soon
after, but her obsessive love for him threatens to be the undoing of 
both them and everyone else around them.

Reviews: “Movies like Stahl’s were not made for TV. Their purpose unfolds only
on the big screen, where the blue-velvet skies and the lethally 
smooth waters of “Leave Her to Heaven” acquire the unquestioned 
clarity of a fever dream.” (The New Yorker)



“Wonderful all-stops-out melodrama (from a novel by Ben Ames 
Williams) drawing luridly on gimcrack psychology to tell the tale of a 
father-fixated girl (Tierney) who picks a husband because of his 
resemblance to Daddy.” (Time Out London)

“Made during the twilight of the studio era, Leave Her to Heaven is a 
hothouse creation of the ripest, richest kind.” (Bright Lights Film 
Journal)

Date: Tuesday, 20th February 10.30 and 14.00; Wednesday, 21st February 
13.30

Title: The Emperor Waltz (USA, 1948, 101 minutes, English HOH 
subtitles)

Director and Cast: Billy Wilder; Bing Crosby, Joan Fontaine, Roland Culver, Richard 
Haydn, Sig Ruman

Plot Summary: A brash American gramophone salesman tries to get Emperor Franz-
Joseph's endorsement in turn-of-the-century Austria.

Reviews: "The Technicolor photography, the sets (designed by Hans Dreier and
Franz Bachelin), costumes, scoring, songs, Crosby’s trilling, the 
support players, and Wilder and Charles Brackett’s screen-writing are
all top class in this fine old-style entertainment." (derekwinnert.com)

"Wilder tried to ask himself what his mentor Ernst Lubitsch would do.
And this is the happy result." (derekwinnert.com)

Date: Tuesday, 6th March 10.30 and 14.00; Wednesday, 7th March 13.30

Title: Shen Nu/The Goddess (1934, China, 78 minutes, Silent, Chinese 
Intertitles with English Subtitles)

Director and Cast: Wu Yonggang; Lingyu Ruan, Tian jian, Zhizhi Zhang

Plot Summary: Streetwalker by night, devoted mother by day, a mother fights to get
her young son an education amid criminal and social injustice in 
1930s China.

Reviews: "A truly moral tale with a faultless central performance" 
(eyeforfilm.co.uk)

"A compelling (though rather sad) story, which - unlike many silent 
films from the era - keeps the acting unusually restrained and 
naturalistic." (Cinema's Fringes)

"Ruan Lingyu is utterly spellbinding in The Goddess, encapsulating 
the suffering of poor women in Chinese society. The Goddess is a 
beautiful and powerful jewel of silent cinema." (Backseat Mafia)

Date: Tuesday, 20th March 10.30 and 14.00; Wednesday, 21st March 13.30

Title: The Supernatural in Classic British Cinema

Excerpts from and 
discussion of:

I Know Where I'm Going (1945), Dead of Night (1945), While I 
Live/The Dream of Olwen (1947),  Night of the Demon (1957), The 
Innocents (1961), Night of the Eagle (1962), The Haunting (1963), 
Don't Look Now (1973)



Spring Programme: April-June 2018 

“Classic Amour"

Date: Tuesday, 3rd April 10.45 and 14.00; Wednesday, 4th April 13.30

Title: Szerelem/Love (Hungary, 1971, 84 minutes, Hungarian with 
English Subtitles)

Director and Cast: Károly Makk; Lili Darvas, Mari Törcösik, Iván Darvas

Plot Summary: The wife of a political prisoner tends to her mother-in-law and keeps 
from the old woman the truth about her son, whom she believes is in
New York making a film. 

Reviews: "A master high-wire act, a scintillating piece of drama that's warm 
and compassionate, but realistic with it; it's a visual feast too, the 
dreamlike, graceful composition of the big set-pieces feels almost 
timeless." (Screenanarchy.com)

"Made around the time of many fine films – The Conformist, Death in
Venice, Days and Nights in the Forest – this film deserves to stand 
alongside them as a masterpiece." (A Seat in the Dark/Sheila 
Seacroft)

Date: Tuesday, 17th April 10.45 and 14.00; Wednesday, 18th April 13.30

Title: La Belle et La Bête/Beauty and the Beast (France, 1946, 90 
minutes, French with English Subtitles)

Director and Cast: Jean Cocteau; Jean Marais, Josette Day, Mila Parély

Plot Summary: A beautiful young woman takes her father's place as the prisoner of a
mysterious beast who wishes to marry her. 

Reviews: "The timeless fairy tale about a young woman who agrees to dwell 
with a mysterious monster, as interpreted in 1946 by one of cinema's
most brilliant visual stylists and mythmakers." (Christian Science 
Monitor)

"... a film that dared to be naïve, asking its audience to revert to 
their childhood, the better to accept its magic." (Derek Malcolm/The 
Guardian)

Date: Tuesday, 8th May 10.45 and 14.00; Wednesday, 9th May 13.30

Title: I Never Sang For My Father (USA, 1970, 88 minutes, English HOH
Subtitles)

Director and Cast: Gilbert Cates; Melvyn Douglas, Gene Hackman, Estelle Parsons

Plot Summary: A man who wants to move on with his life by moving to California 
and marry his girlfriend, finds it difficult as he still lives in the 
towering shadow of his ageing father. 

Reviews: "An emotion filled drama, a realistic and often painful look at the 
relationship between a middle-aged brother and sister and their 
elderly father." (Cleveland Press)

"A film that understands family dynamics and the result is a 
profoundly moving and humanistic film with wonderful star 



performances." (Filmreviewsnsuch)

Date: Tuesday, 22nd May 10.45 and 14.00; Wednesday, 23rd May 13.30

Title: Una Giornata Particolare/A Special Day (Italy, 1977, 100 
minutes, Italian with English Subtitles)

Director and Cast: Ettore Scola; Sophia Loren, Marcello Mastroianni, John Vernon

Plot Summary: Two neighbours, a persecuted journalist and a resigned housewife, 
meet during Hitler's visit to Italy in May 1938. 

Reviews: “Beautifully composed with sepia-tone cinematography, this quiet 
affair-esque drama is set in the wider, disquieting context of the first 
meeting between Hitler and Mussolini, drawing top performances 
from Sophia Loren and Marcelo Mastroianni.” (Filmnomenon)

In Ettore Scola's funny, humane "A Special Day"—an acting tour de 
force for Sophia Loren and Marcello Mastroianni—Antonietta and 
Gabriele are never really a couple, but their brief encounter lights up 
the screen with the kind of radiance you get only from great movie 
actors who also are great stars.  The film is pure theatrical 
contrivance, and this is part of the pleasure as we watch two 
extraordinary performers test themselves, take risks, find 
unexpected pockets of humor and pathos in characters that one 
doesn't easily associate with the public personality.” (New York 
Times)

Date: Tuesday, 5th June 10.45 and 14.00; Wednesday, 6th June 13.30

Title: It Happened One Night (USA, 1934, 100 minutes, English HOH 
Subtitles)

Director and Cast: Frank Capra; Clark Gable, Claudette Colbert

Plot Summary: A spoiled heiress running away from her family is helped by a man 
who is actually a reporter in need of a story. 

Reviews: "As buoyant and elegant as bubbles in a glass of champagne, Frank 
Capra's sublime 1934 comedy, written by long-time collaborator 
Robert Riskin, survives triumphantly because of its wit, charm, 
romantic idealism and its shrewd sketch of married life." (The 
Guardian/Peter Bradshaw)

"It’s every goddamn romantic comedy you’ve ever seen. They can all
be traced back here, virtually without exception, for eight straight 
decades now. Technically, the film has never been remade, but that’s
largely because, in spirit, it has never stopped being remade. 
Something so perfectly structured can support nearly endless 
variations. It’s timeless." (The A.V. Club/Mike D'Angelo)

Date: Tuesday, 19th June 10.45 and 14.00; Wednesday, 20th June 13.30

Title:  Film Endings

Session In keeping with my last week as iU3A Classic Film coordinator, a 
session devoted to film endings.  Which are those culminations of a 
couple of hours spent in the the dark gazing at 'the silver screen' 
that have delighted, amazed, disappointed, puzzled or just plain 
irritated you? 


